iNuc-ext-PseTNC: an efficient ensemble model for identification of nucleosome positioning by extending the concept of Chou's PseAAC to pseudo-tri-nucleotide composition.
Nucleosome is a central element of eukaryotic chromatin, which composes of histone proteins and DNA molecules. It performs vital roles in many eukaryotic intra-nuclear processes, for instance, chromatin structure and transcriptional regulation formation. Identification of nucleosome positioning via wet lab is difficult; so, the attention is diverted towards the accurate intelligent automated prediction. In this regard, a novel intelligent automated model "iNuc-ext-PseTNC" is developed to identify the nucleosome positioning in genomes accurately. In this predictor, the sequences of DNA are mathematically represented by two different discrete feature extraction techniques, namely pseudo-tri-nucleotide composition (PseTNC) and pseudo-di-nucleotide composition. Several contemporary machine learning algorithms were examined. Further, the predictions of individual classifiers were integrated through an evolutionary genetic algorithm. The success rates of the ensemble model are higher than individual classifiers. After analyzing the prediction results, it is noticed that iNuc-ext-PseTNC model has achieved better performance in combination with PseTNC feature space, which are 94.3%, 93.14%, and 88.60% of accuracies using six-fold cross-validation test for the three benchmark datasets S1, S2, and S3, respectively. The achieved outcomes exposed that the results of iNuc-ext-PseTNC model are prominent compared to the existing methods so far notifiable in the literature. It is ascertained that the proposed model might be more fruitful and a practical tool for rudimentary academia and research.